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This FAQ was made for the NES FAQ Completion Project. You could contribute to   
this yourself! Just check out Devin Morgan's web site about it:                 
http://faqs.retronintendo.com                                                   
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1. - Controls 
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D-Pad  - Steer/Shift* 
A      - Accelerate 
B      - Brake 
Start  - Pause 
Select - No Use 
                                                                                
*You only shift with a manual transmission. 
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2. - Vehicle Settings 
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First off, you could go to Machine Select and select a different vehicle. All  
this option does is pretty much give your vehicle a different color scheme. If  
you go to the Setting option, you will be able to tune your car to your liking. 
                                                                                
Steer        The three options here are Heavy, Middle, and Easy. I don't see a  
             downside to the heavy so I suggest easy.  
                                                                                
Wing         The options for the wing are angles of thirty, forty five, and  



             sixty degrees. The higher the angle, the better steering you'll 
             have but the lower speed you will have. 
                                                                                
Tire         There are a couple of choices on this one. You have B Hard, C  
             Soft, and Q. The soft tires give you the best grip but the Hard  
             tires give you the best durability. Q tires are right in the  
             middle. There's also a similar set for Rain. You have to change 
             the tires for the rain or you'll just slide around uncontrolably. 
                                                                                
Suspension   The three options here are Soft, Normal, and Hard. The harder 
             suspension gives you better steering. I don't see a downside so I 
             suggest getting the harder suspension. 
                                                                                
Brakes       There are only two options, normal and powerful. Powerful may  
             sound better but it could be overkill. 
                                                                                
Gear         There are a few options here, Low, S Low, S High, and High. The 
             higher the gear, the lower your acceleration will be, but the  
             higher your top speed will be. 
                                                                                
Transmission There are three options here, automatic, manual 1, and manual 2.  
             I'm not sure what the difference is between one and two but  
             obviously you have to shift yourself in manual transmission. 
                                                                                
Pit Work     There are only two options here and they are auto and self. If it 
             is auto, you will go into a pit stop and the computer will figure 
             out what to do. If it's self, you set up the pit stop yourself. 
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3. - Tracks 
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Track Name  - Latin 
Distance    - 4.325km 
Description - You will start on a decent size straightaway until you reach a  
   light left. After a couple of seconds, it will straighten out and go  
   straight up again. You will quickly reach a right followed immediately by a  
   left. After a little bit, it will straighten up again. Now you will be on a  
   pretty long straight until you reach a right. It'll get a littler sharper in  
   the middle of the turn and then immediately cut to the left. It will  
   straighten out for a little bit and then go left again. It will straighten 
   out for a little bit and then quickly turn right until you reach another 
   long straight. You will then reach a very sharp left turn. It slowly  
   straightens out and then cuts right. You'll reach a short straight and then 
   make a light left. You'll then reach a light left followed by an immediate  
   right. There will be another short straight followed by a light right. There  
   will be another very sharp right and it'll quickly cut to the left for a  
   long light turn. Reach the next straight for another left turn. Just drive  
   down the backstretch to the finish line from here. 
                                                                                
Track Name  - Riom 
Distance    - 4.271km 
Description - Go straight for a bit and you will make a long light left turn.  
   once you go straight again, you'll quickly reach another left. At the end of  
   this left turn is an immediate right turn. After a longer straight, you will  
   reach a very sharp left turn which quickly turns right. It's basically a  
   ninety degree left turn and a hairpin turn to the right. You will quickly  
   reach a right turn followed by a quick left until the next straight. You  
   will make a slight right followed by another slight right that will  
   immediately turn left. After another straight is a long left turn. Stick to  



   the far left of the track and you will reach a quick chicane starting to the  
   left and then shifting back to the right. Make another left after a short  
   straight and it will quickly turn into a right. You will reach a very sharp  
   right followed immediately by a quick left. After another short straight is  
   another very sharp right turn until it straightens out. Go straight from  
   here for the finish line. 
                                                                                
Track Name  - Budapest 
Distance    - 3.968km 
Description - Go straight on this long stretch and make a slight left. The road  
   will immediately turn to the right. After it straightens out, you will make  
   a very sharp right turn followed by a quick left. After that road  
   straightens, you will reach another sharp right turn. It will quickly  
   straighten out from here. There's a decent sized straight and you will reach  
   a quick left. It will eventually shift to a slight right. After a quick  
   straight, you will reach a very sharp right turn. It will quickly straighten  
   out for another straightaway. At the end of this straight, you will reach a  
   slight left turn. From here, it will alternate from a quick right to a quick  
   left to another quick right. There will be another right followed by a long  
   straight. At the end, you will reach a hard right turn followed immediately  
   by a quick left. After it straightens out, it will shift to the left again.  
   You will reach one more right turn and then race for the finish line. 
                                                                                
Track Name  - Texas 
Distance    - 3.710km 
Description - Go straight for a while and you will reach a light right turn.  
   After another rather short straight, you'll make a light left turn. After  
   another straight, you'll make another light righ. Again, another short  
   straight and then a light left. Now you will finally reach a sharp left  
   followed by a light left. There will then be a light right turn followed by  
   a decent sized straight. You will make a light left and then reach a long  
   straight. After a while, you'll reach a quick right followed immediately by  
   a quick left. There will be some quick alternating turns, left, right, left,  
   right, right, left, and another left until the end. They will all come  
   pretty much right after each other so pay attention. After you clear the  
   last light turn, just gas it to the finish line. 
                                                                                
Track Name  - Modena 
Distance    - 5.040km 
Description - This track is pretty narrow so be careful. Go straight for a bit  
   until you reach a light left turn. You will then reach a long left turn  
   followed by a fairly long straight. After the straight is a light right  
   turn. You will immediately enter a hard right turn and then straight into a  
   light left. You will go down a straight and enter a light right followed by  
   a quick light left. After another quick straight, you will enter a quick  
   left. You will reach another quick left and the road will shift to the  
   right. It will then shift to the left and right again real quick with no  
   warning. After a little while longer on this straight, you will reach a  
   quick right followed immediately by a quick left. The road will then quickly  
   shift to the right and then enter a chicane starting to the left and then  
   going right. After that, just gas it for the finish. 
                                                                                
Track Name  - Atlantic 
Distance    - 4.350km 
Description - After a decent sized straight, you will make a light right. You  
   will then enter another light right. You will then enter a light left  
   followed immediately by a light right. After that, you will enter a sharp  
   right followed by a long light left. You will then enter a light right and  
   into a decent sized straight. Then enter a light right followed immediately  
   by a light left. You will quickly enter another light left followed  



   immediately by a light right. From here, you will enter another light right.  
   You will then enter two more light rights. From the second of the two, you  
   will immediately enter a light left going into another left. From there you  
   will enter a long light right. 
                                                                                
Track Name  - Quebec 
Distance    - 4.390km 
Description - You will enter a light right followed immediately by a light  
   left. There will be another light left which will be followed immediately by  
   a long, light right. Now you will enter a light right and will see a  
   straight. The track will shift to the right and you will enter a light left.  
   There will then be a light right followed by another straight. At the end of  
   this straight is a light left followed immediately by a sharp right. You  
   will then enter a light right for another quick straight. There will be a  
   light right followed immediately by a light left. You will then go through  
   one last light right for the final straight to the finish line. 
                                                                                
Track Name  - Munchen 
Distance    - 6.797km 
Description - This track is very narrow. You will start with a light right.  
   After a pretty long straight, you'll enter a light right followed  
   immediately by a light left. You will then be on another straight. At the  
   end of that straight is a light right followed immediately by a light left  
   and then another, long light right. After a decent sized straight, you will  
   enter a light left followed immediately by a light right. After another  
   straight, you will enter a light right. After another long straight, you  
   will enter a sharp left followed immediately by a light left and then a long  
   light right.  
                                                                                
Track Name  - Victoria 
Distance    - 3.780km 
Description - From the start, you will enter a light left followed by a light  
   right. You will then enter another light right. There will then be a light  
   left followed by another light right. You will then enter another series of  
   a light left followed by a light right again. Go down this straight for a  
   light right. Go down this long straight for a light left followed  
   immediately by a light right. You will then quickly approach a light right  
   followed immediately by a light left. Now you will reach a light right with  
   a small stretch at the end. Make the light left at the end of the straight.  
   Make the light right for another really short straight. Make a light left  
   followed immediately by a light right. Just go down this straight for the  
   finish line. 
                                                                                
Track Name  - Benelux 
Distance    - 6.940km 
Description - This track is very narrow. You will enter a sharp right followed  
   immediately by a light left. Go straight for a bit and you will reach an  
   unwarned chicane starting to the left. You will then reach a light right  
   followed by another light right. Now you will reach a sharp left followed  
   immediately by a light right. After a short straight, you will make a light  
   left followed immediately by a light right. You will go down a short  
   straight and make a light left. Now you will make a light right and then  
   another light left. You will then enter a light left followed immediately by  
   a long, light right. You will again, reach a light left followed by a long,  
   light right and then an immediate left followed by another immediate right.  
   From here, just gas it to the finish line.  
                                                                                
Track Name  - Caribbean 
Distance    - 4.421km 
Description - Go down this long and narrow straight. You will enter a light  



   right which will immediately turn into a light left and then immediately  
   into another light right. After another short stretch, you will enter a  
   light left followed immediately by a light right. Now you should be  
   approaching a very sharp left followed immediately by a long, light right.  
   You will go down another short straight for a light right. You will go down  
   a straight for a long, light left followed immediately by a long, light  
   right. You will then reach a light left followed immediately by a light  
   right. Now you will reach a light right followed immediately by a light  
   left. Now you will reach a light left followed immediately by a light right.  
   From here, go straight for the finish line. 
                                                                                
Track Name  - Mediterranean 
Distance    - 4.747km 
Description - You will go down the long straight in this narrow track for a  
   sharp right followed immediately by a light left and then followed  
   immediately by a light right. Go down this straight for a light left  
   followed immediately by a light right. You will then reach a light right  
   that will become sharp towards the end and immediately turn to the left. You  
   will then make a light left followed immediately by a light right. Go down  
   this long straight for a light right. There will then be sharp, unwarned S  
   turns starting to the right and then another starting to the left. After  
   those will be a sharp left turn followed immediately by a light right and  
   then a light left followed immediately by another light right. Go down this  
   short straight for a light right. You will then reach another light right  
   for the final straight to the finish line. 
                                                                                
Track Name  - London 
Distance    - 5.120km 
Description - This track is pretty narrow. You will enter a light right after a  
   long straight. You will enter a quick series of alternating turns that you  
   will enter one right after another starting going right, left, right, left,  
   and then right. You will then enter a long straight until you enter a light  
   right. That right turn will get pretty sharp towards the end and immediately  
   enter a light left. After another short straight you will enter a light left  
   followed by a light right. You will then quickly enter a sharp right. Make a  
   light left for another straight. Another another light right. You will then  
   enter a light left that will then turn into a sharp right. The turn will  
   become lighter towards the end and then you will reach the straight for the  
   finish line. 
                                                                                
Track Name  - Cote D'Azur 
Distance    - 3.328km 
Description - You will reach a light right after the starting straight. The  
   road will slightly shift to the right and then to the right without warning.  
   After that chicane, you will make a light left. After another quick  
   straight, you'll reach a light right. The road narrows at the end of this  
   turn so be careful. You will reach another light right and the road will get  
   a little bit wider. You will have to make a hard right followed immediately  
   by a light left. You will make another light right and you will come across  
   a long straight. You will reach a very sharp S turn going to the right at  
   the end of the tunnel. After that hard turn, you will reach a light left.  
   The road will shift left, right and then left again. You will then reach a  
   light right turn. After that you will reach one more light right and then go  
   down the frontstretch for the finish line. 
                                                                                
Track Name  - Mie 
Distance    - 5.859km 
Description - This track is fairly narrow so be careful. You will start off  
   with two quick light rights in a row. You will then reach a light left  
   followed immediately by a light right, another light left, and then another  



   light right. There will be a quick straight and then another light, long  
   left. After that long turn, you will reach a light right. You will then  
   reach another light right which will immediately go into a light left. After  
   that left, you will enter two quick light rights followed immediately by a  
   light left and then a quick right. You will now be on a long straight away,  
   there will be a light left at the end. There will be a really sharp S turn  
   starting to the right so hug the right most side of the track. The road will  
   shift back to the left slowly after that S turn. From here, you will be on a  
   light right until you reach the straight for the finish line.  
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4. - Disclaimer 
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This FAQ/Walkthrough is copyrighted ｩ 2009 to Frank Grochowski. International   
Copyright laws protect this FAQ/Walkthrough. You cannot sell this               
FAQ/Walkthrough for a profit of any kind. You cannot reproduce this             
FAQ/Walkthrough in any way with out my written consent. You are however allowed 
to download this FAQ/Walkthrough for personal use. You can also post it on your 
web site as long as you give me full credit, don't change it in any way, and it 
is free. The latest version will always be found at:                            
                                                                                
http://www.GameFAQs.com                                                         

This document is copyright Da Hui and hosted by VGM with permission.


